INTRODUCTION

49
Neuroimaging studies in healthy human infants are subject to severe constraints, as 50 participants cannot follow verbal instructions, show generally short attention spans, 51 and overall tend to be not very cooperative. As functional magnetic resonance imaging individuals. This leads to experimental designs that are often (a) highly unnatural and 61 (b) have difficulties capturing the infants' attention for more than a few minutes.
62
However, in recent years and with the advent of modern computational capabilities, 63 several new approaches to analyze EEG data have become available in adult EEG 64 research. One such approach is the so-called "neural tracking", which seeks to 4 but they may even provide higher gains in infancy research, which suffers from 83 notoriously low data quality and quantity. It may for instance reduce attrition rates, as 84 experimental designs can be optimized to be highly engaging for infant participants.
85
Rather than presenting hundreds of repetitions of very similar stimuli, which raises 
110
We here demonstrate the feasibility and utility of a forward encoding modelling 111 combined with non-repetitive complex multisensory stimulation in an infant 112 population. We presented 7-month-old infants with a 4'48'' long age-appropriate 113 cartoon (one episode of the cartoon-show Peppa Pig) while recording the EEG. We 114 focused our analysis on the processing of three low-level physical stimulus 115 parameters; the auditory envelope, the motion content, and luminance. frontocentral distribution extending to parietal and temporal areas (Barnet, 1971 ).
126
The infant visual ERP to complex stimuli such as objects and faces comprises three 127 main components; the Pb, the Nc, and the Slow Wave (Webb, Long, & Nelson, 2005) .
128
In particular, the Nc response, a frontocentral negativity typically observed between 129 400 and 800 ms after stimulus onset often linked to the allocation of attention has been to the drop-out rate since infants often became fussy or tired after the first experiment.
162
In detail, infants were excluded because they did not watch the complete video (n=24);
163
were too fussy to watch the video at all (n=10); did not contribute at least 100 s of 164 artifact-free data (n=3); had potential neurological problems (n=1); or because of 165 technical problems during the recording (n=1).
166
All infants were recruited via the maternity ward at the local hospital
167
(Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein); were born full-term (38-42 weeks 168 gestational age); had a birth weight of at least 2500 g; had no known neurological In case the infant became too fussy and started crying during the video, the video was 205 aborted and the infant was excluded from further analysis.
206
Before this video presentation, infants had been presented with a series of photographs 207 displaying happy and fearful facial expressions as part of the larger, maternal-odor 208 study. Again, the results of this part of the study will not be further analyzed here. Preprocessing. The data were referenced to the average of all electrodes (mean 227 reference), filtered using a 100-Hz-lowpass and a 1-Hz-highpass filter, and segmented 228 into 1-sec-epochs. To detect epochs contaminated by artifacts, the standard deviation Adult data were downsampled to the infant-data sampling frequency of 250 Hz. To compute a regressor of average luminance across all pixels, the weighted 242 sum of the rgb values for each frame was computed using Matlab (Bartels et al., 2008) .
243
To compute a regressor of average motion across all pixels, each video frame 244 was converted to grey-scale, and the difference between two consecutive frames was 245 computed. Then, the mean across all pixels for which this difference was larger than To compute a regressor of sound envelope, the audio soundtrack of the video were then summed up across all frequencies to obtain one temporal envelope.
256
Following earlier own and others' approaches, we used the first derivative of the half-257 wave rectified envelope as the final audio regressor (for details see Fiedler et al., 2017) .
258
The result is a pulse-train-like series of peaks where, across frequency bands, the 259 acoustic energy rises most steeply, reflecting "acoustic edges" such as syllable onsets. 
270
In sum, while variance in the luminance regressor was small, both motion and 271 audio regressors showed considerable and promising degrees of variance.
272
Lastly, all regressors were downsampled (audio) and interpolated (motion, More specifically, we used a forward encoding model approach. In a first pass, 298 we aimed to maximize the predictive accuracy of such a model by estimating so-called
299
"generic" models, that is, we predicted the EEG data of an nth participant based on a the stimulus signal and 1000 ms later than the stimulus signal.
305
Choosing the optimal regularization parameter λ. To obtain the optimal regularization 306 parameter λ for each stimulus regressor separately, as well motion and audio 307 simultaneously, we trained the respective model on the EEG data of each participant 308 using a variety of λ values between 10 -5 and 10 5 . We increased the exponent in steps of 309 0.5, and used the resulting models to predict the EEG signal for each participant. averaging across all electrodes and participants (see Table S1 ). This procedure was constitutes the actual test at the cluster level and it protects the family-wise error at the 340 desired type-I-error rate, here also 5 %.
341
In addition, to assess internal validity of our model predictions on an 342 individual basis, we computed three different predictive accuracies per participant.
343
First, for each participant n, we computed the correlation between the predicted 344 response generated on a model trained on n-1 participants and the actual EEG 345 response of n ("generic model").
346
Second, rather than relying on the generic model based on n-1 participants, we 347 computed an individual response function for each participant ("individual model").
348
To that end, 80 % of the available data for a given participant were used to train the Third, a permuted or null predictive accuracy ("shifted control") was obtained.
352
Before calculating accuracy this way, we shifted the actual EEG response for 
375
We observed a clearly defined response function using the audio regressor and Cluster-based permutation test. We computed a cluster-based permutation test 392 comparing the temporal response function obtained using the motion, luminance, and 393 audio regressor as well as the motion and audio regressor simultaneously. We did not 394 observe any significant cluster using the luminance regressor for either infants or 
447
The graph in the bottom part depicts t-values of the mean infant -adult difference.
448
Periods in which t-tests resulted in a p value <.05 are marked by green asterisks, 
500
As a control analysis, a generic model using temporally shifted (i.e., 
576
Similar comparisons can be drawn for observed response functions in the adult group.
577
The auditory response function is characterized by an P1-N1-P2-N2 pattern, which 578 resembles the typical adult auditory onset response (Picton, 2013) . As in the infants, 
585
The adult motion response function shows a pattern characterized by two positivities, 
644
While the present study provides an important lead, it also raises several new 645 questions. One important feature of the present study is that we used the 646 unmanipulated cartoon video material. While this makes for an ecologically valid and 647 easy-to-obtain stimulus, it comes with the caveat of a lack of control for stimulus 648 properties.
649
Notably, while we did observe a clear-cut response to the motion and the auditory 650 regressor, we did not find a reliable response to the changes in luminance. The most 651 likely explanation for this discrepancy is the lack in variance in the luminance content.
652
While the motion and the auditory regressor showed large-amplitude changes Also, we operationalized motion as change in pixel from one frame to the next.
663
This means that the motion regressor not only reflected the actual motion of the objects 664 and persons depicted in the video but also cuts in the video. For the present purpose, 665 we did not differentiate between these two possibilities of motion. Furthermore, in the 666 present set-up, we did not control for degree to which individual infants constantly 667 attended visually to the screen; future studies combining EEG recordings with eye 668 tracking might therefore further improve the predictive accuracy of the visual models.
669
Building upon the present results, a next step would therefore be to 670 purposefully manipulate such parameters. By using stimulus material designed to 
